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The paper investigates how states manage multiple rivalries when faced with an immediate 

threat. Specifically, we focus on the use of accommodation or cooperative gestures towards 

rivals as a strategy of conflict management. We argue that accommodation of one rival allows 

states to shift resources from the management of another rivalry in order to deal with the costs of 

immediate threats. By examining enduring rivalries from 1966-1999, we show that states’ 

reliance on accommodative strategies in response to threats varies depending on the number of 

severe threats they encounter. Findings show that when faced with severe but few threats, states 

prefer to accommodate rivals that did not issue the threat. They are also more likely to give 

larger concessions to such rivals as well as those issuing less severe threats than to those posing 

the most severe threat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I. Introduction 

It is often assumed that domestic audience costs tie the leaders’ hands when it comes to 

improving relations among rival states. Dovishness among rivals rarely pays off: cooperative 

leaders are more likely to lose power when reaching out to their enemies (Huth 1996; Colaresi 

2004). Despite the implicit costs, accommodation or cooperative behavior towards rivals is a 

frequent occurrence. In fact, in all the cases that enduring rivals, or those having long-standing 

military competition, faced immediate threats from another rival between 1966 and1999, they 

pursued some form of conciliatory behavior half the time. How do we explain the frequent 

occurrence of accommodation among enduring rivals despite the potential for incurring domestic 

costs? Why is accommodation a viable strategy of conflict management in response to 

immediate threats, and how does it affect rival relations? This study investigates how states deal 

with short-term threats while embedded in several concurrent rivalries. We examine why and 

when states are likely to choose accommodation, and argue that such a strategy has the potential 

not only to address short-term threats from one rival but also impact the state’s relations with its 

other rivals.  

We define accommodation as a cooperative behavior (Goldstein 1992) that a rival state 

pursues towards another rival. Such cooperative behavior denotes net improvement in rival 

relations in a given year rather than an isolated positive act. Accommodation can range from 

symbolic concessions, including initiation of meetings between leaders, to major ones such as 

offers of economic aid.   

 Our theoretical story and analyses specify when and why a state would resort to 

accommodation to manage immediate threats in the context of enduring rivalry and look at the 

extent of concessions that are made.  Most research on international conflict ignores 



accommodation as a strategy (an exception is Colaresi 2004).  Rather, the focus is on strategies 

that fall more within the realpolitik genre such as arms acquisition (e.g., McGinnis 1990).  

Conciliatory actions are wrongly equated with appeasement or dismissed as non-viable 

mechanisms for responding to an aggressive challenge (Mearsheimer 2001).  Yet, as this study 

will show, accommodation is a common and useful foreign policy tool, offering an opportunity 

for leaders to manage threats with minimal political consequences, depending on the type of 

accommodative strategy they choose. By freeing up resources designated to the maintenance of 

one rivalry, for example, states may be in a better position to face challenges from other 

rival(s)—a tactic that may not be desirable, but necessary in the world of enduring rivalries 

where greater access to resources could make a difference between winners and losers. 

In addition to focusing on accommodation, this study offers an additional theoretical 

contribution. It examines responses in the context of immediate threats, rather than the traditional 

focus on long-term challenges and reactive behavior (e.g., Diehl and Goertz 2000; Colaresi et. al. 

2007). The latter has concentrated on strategies such as alliance formation, reactions that are 

often too slow to materialize to respond to short-term, serious challenges. Immediate threats arise 

frequently in the shadow of a long-term conflict, yet we know little about how states deal with 

such phenomena. Because our focus to date has been on the most extreme and rare form of 

conflict resolution, mainly rivalry termination, we have not focused on conflict management in 

response to short-term challenges. 

Finally, this research contributes to the large body of work on interstate rivalries.  Such 

work tends to consider only dyadic interactions and thereby treats rivalries, even involving the 

same actors, as independent of one another.  This study argues that because enduring rivalries 

impose high costs on states, a rise in threat from one rival will affect the management of other 



rivalries, making the study of interconnectedness among enduring rivalries an important venue in 

future rivalry research. Accommodation, we argue, is a strategy that considers such 

interconnectedness because states may often accommodate third-party rivals to deal with a threat 

from another rival.  In other words, by focusing on accommodation we are able to move beyond 

dyadic analysis of rival relations. 

 We begin by reviewing the relevant literature, discussing existing research on rivalry 

accommodation.  Next, we develop hypotheses on rivalry accommodation by highlighting when 

and why states choose to accommodate and deescalate rivalries in light of potential aggression 

from other rivals.  We conclude with discussion of results and the study’s implications for 

advancing the study of rivalry dynamics and management. 

II. Accommodation and Rivalries: A Review 

 Accommodation is often considered a relatively rare phenomenon, such that Karsten 

(1975) refers to it as a “special case” in how states respond to threats; across three centuries, he 

identifies a very limited number of accommodative actions.  Although his analysis is primarily 

descriptive, Karsten (1975) does note a few patterns that have implications for our study.  First, 

serious threats involve accommodation of the stronger state by its weaker opponent (the opposite 

was true of minor threats).  Given that we are focused exclusively on serious threats (militarized 

disputes within enduring rivalries), this suggests that capabilities will be a relevant factor in 

decisions to accommodate.  He also notes that acts of accommodation do not necessarily lead to 

more conciliatory behavior or further threats in the long run, suggesting that accommodation 

might be a short-term strategy to the kind of immediate threats that are the subjects of our 

analysis. 



To our knowledge, no study has addressed the origins of accommodative behavior across 

multiple rivalries, and in particular with respect to immediate threats.  Partly this is a reflection 

of the assumption in much of the rivalry literature that individual rivalries are independent of one 

another.  Thus, most scholars consider primarily or exclusively endogenous influences on rivalry 

dynamics (e.g., Leng 2000; Maoz and Mor 2002) Schrodt and Mintz (1988) were among the first 

to confirm the dyadic interdependence of conflicts, albeit not in the context of rivalry and limited 

to only several states in the Middle East.  The classic formulation “the friend of my enemy is my 

enemy …” (Lee et. al. 1994; Saperstein 2004) reflects the proposition that one set of state 

relations is interconnected with others.  In formal depiction of these relationships, hostile or 

cooperative actions between two actors have ripple effects in a network of states tied to the 

original dyad.  Still, such concepts are not widely found in the rivalry literature perhaps because 

they do not fit with prevailing theoretical formulations.  A primary theoretical approach, the 

punctuated equilibrium model (Diehl and Goertz 2000) assumes that rivalries are stable, hostile 

relationships and most of their dynamics are driven by internal processes.  Thus, 

accommodation, much less stimulated by other rivalries, does not fit easily within that 

framework.  Finally, threat is assumed to be almost constant in rivalry analyses and accordingly 

there is little consideration of how discrete events in a given year might alter dynamics in the 

short or long-term. 

The idea that states react to external threat is well-established in the literature on alliances 

(e.g., Walt 1987), but that work is largely inapplicable here.  States are thought to “balance 

against threat” rather than bandwagon.  Yet balancing behaviors, such as increasing arms or 

seeking alliance partners, are less likely to be embraced in the context of immediate threats from 

enduring rivals.  First, such actions have likely occurred already, given that the rivalry is 



ongoing.  Second, the balance against threat argument tells us little about how a rival would 

accommodate the immediate, threatening rival nor does it provide a response (alliance 

formation) that is plausible with respect to a third-party state that is also a rival to the challenged 

state.  Third, such strategies may not always be viable and if they are, they often take extended 

periods of time to implement, thus failing to deliver resources quickly enough to respond to 

immediate threats and crises.   

 Despite such limitations, there are a handful of studies that provide some insights into 

accommodative behavior in rivalries and the influence of simultaneous militarized competitions.  

Blum (2007) examines cooperative relations within enduring rivalries, but these tend to be broad 

and bilateral efforts at conflict management (e.g., confidence building measures, phased peace 

agreements) rather than individual responses to immediate threat.  Colaresi (2004) examines the 

consequences of unreciprocated cooperation in a rivalry context.  He concludes that so-called 

dovish leaders are more likely to have shorter tenures in office than those who adopt hardline 

policies.  Although Colaresi does not examine the impetus for cooperative actions, his findings 

suggest that because accommodation is risky, such actions are likely to be infrequent or at least 

occur on a limited scale, as opposed to major concessions on issues central to the rivalry. 

In terms of the influence of one rivalry on another—the phenomenon that we will argue 

is linked to the accommodation strategy we analyze in this paper—the subject has received some 

attention, although the focus has been primarily on hostile actions and not accommodation.  

Goldstein and Freeman (1991) found that as cooperation between the US and the Soviet Union 

increased, hostilities between China and the Soviet Union intensified.  As they expanded their 

work to the Middle East to examine cooperative behavior in a triangular relationship, however, 

the authors (Goldstein et. al. 2001) found that actions by the United States directed towards a 



state in the region such as Israel, for example, had an insignificant impact on that state’s 

cooperative relations with another state.  In terms of cooperative gestures towards one rival 

leading to improved relations with others, here the focus has been mostly on terminating rivalries 

to deal with a larger threat. Bennett (1996), for example, finds that other threats could lead some 

states to end certain rivalries, as resources are then freed to address those other security concerns.  

When a common foe appears, rival states may be also inclined to end their own competition to 

meet that threat (see also Levy and Ali 1998).  Studies, however, only consider the highest level 

of accommodation, namely rivalry termination, and thereby miss lower-level cooperative actions 

in response to the external security environment.   

We contribute to the research on conflict management among rivals by examining ways 

in which enduring rivals manage their rivalries when faced with immediate threats from one of 

their rivals.  First, our focus in the study is on rival accommodation as a strategy designed to 

manage immediate threats. The latter are likely to be encountered frequently in the environment 

of enduring rivalries, yet are rarely explored because the literature has focused on state responses 

to the emergence of new rivals, rather than to these smaller, yet very common, security threats. 

Second, instead of assuming that a state responds to a threat from its rival by embracing a 

more conciliatory or aggressive behavior toward the rival, we suggest that such a state may deal 

with the threat by appropriately managing its other rivalries to achieve a desired outcome.  In this 

way, we explore when threats from one rival may lead a state to accommodate another, third-

party rival, and when the accommodation is directed towards the threat-issuing enemy.   

Lastly, we specify the different ways in which states may respond to threats by looking at 

varying levels of accommodation they may choose to pursue.  Previous research in this area is 

limited, with studies focusing broadly on cooperation or conflict, often failing to identify specific 



interactions that emerge in response to another state’s action.  We thus explain not only when 

states are more likely accommodate but also when they are likely to give larger concessions. 

III. Theoretical Expectations 

States in rivalries recognize that they are engaged in long-term competitions about highly 

salient issues.  The former means that there is a strong expectation of future conflict, including 

militarized confrontations regardless of the occurrence and outcomes of a crisis at hand (Diehl 

and Goertz 2000).  Yet, states may not necessarily go all out to win every confrontation but 

might try to manage the rivalry relationship by avoiding escalation, especially when it could lead 

to war.  This is likely to be especially important when a state has multiple rivals and faces severe 

threats. Escalation in such cases could not only jeopardize vital interests in escalating rivalries, 

but also in other rivalries. For example, fighting a costly war against one rival could force a state 

to limit the presence of troops guarding the border with another rival, thereby creating an 

opportunity for the latter to wage border incursions and further weaken the already-strained state.  

This suggests that some forms of accommodation could be an important strategy in limiting 

escalation potential.  At the same time, states will be reluctant to offer major concessions on vital 

issues, at least in response to what is only one in a series of confrontations, for the fear of being 

exploited by their enemies (Leng 1983).  Thus, states might make some accommodation in a 

crisis, especially in the face of uncertainty, but how they make such concessions is likely to 

reflect states’ interest in avoiding being perceived as weak both domestically and internationally. 

These broad expectations form the basis for our theoretical explanations about conditions under 

which accommodation is likely to occur. 

We argue that managing relations with interstate rivals in the face of imminent threat can 

be understood by examining the interplay between domestic and international constraints that 

states encounter.  Because wars are costly, states in a hostile environment, especially one marked 



by the presence of numerous rivals, will strive to avoid the escalation of many conflicts into 

wars. This must be accomplished, however, while limiting domestic and international costs from 

unnecessary accommodations. The latter entails important costs because a leader might suffer 

political backlash from granting too substantial or too many concessions to an enemy (Colaresi 

2004).  Additionally, leaders may face international costs. A state that accommodates may be 

perceived as weak by other rivals or the enemy it accommodates may not reciprocate the action. 

For example, in their study of Israeli and Palestinian conflict Brandt, Colaresi, and Freeman 

(1998) show that leaders may be reluctant to accommodate if they fear negative reaction from 

the public of the rival state. Yet under some conditions the advantage of pursing accommodation 

may outweigh the disadvantage of doing so. Most states have somewhat fixed budgets, at least in 

the short run, and few can boast infinite supply of resources. When faced with emerging crises 

situations from a set of rivals, states find themselves in a position where they will lack sufficient 

resources to fight wars should such conflicts escalate. Specifically, facing severe threats 

including challenges to occupy a territory or wage a war will push states into making 

adjustments in their rivalry relations to deal with these emergent threats. Low-level threats, on 

the other hand, including a threat to use force, are less likely to present such a conundrum for 

states. Such threats are quite common among enduring rivals, with most ending in stalemates 

(Diehl and Goertz 2000). 

Realists would suggest that internal buildup or alliance formation could solve the 

problem of resource constraint. Yet such measures require time, thereby making these responses 

inadequate to address immediate threats or provocations that have the potential to rapidly 

escalate the conflict, leading to military confrontations. Furthermore, state capacity to increase 

its power through internal buildup or alliance formation is not infinite in that states might not 



always secure alliances strong enough to offset the threat or mobilize their own resources to deal 

with very hostile threats, especially those recurring frequently and concurrently in the context of 

enduring rivalries.  Finally, allies may simply be unavailable thereby suggesting that alliance 

formation is not always a viable option. In the latter case, Walt (1987) argues that states should 

bandwagon and accommodate the most imminent threat.  However, in the context of enduring 

rivalry, accommodation of the most imminent threat may involve major domestic costs, as we 

will later argue, thereby making this the least preferable choice.  Thus, when states are unable to 

secure additional resources in the short run, they will find it too costly to manage relations with 

their present rivals at this new cost level and will need to find ways to adjust their rivalry 

expenditures.  

Consider a simple scenario in which a state faces two types of rivals, latent rivals or 

those that are not issuing immediate threats and acute rivals posing immediate threats.  Latent 

rivals are those with which the state has a history of disputes, but which at time t have not been 

issuing direct threats or provocations. An acute rival also has a history of tensions with the state, 

but unlike the latent one, it is issuing a threat at time t, for example, a threat to invade territory or 

impose a blockade. In contrast to latent rivals, the acute ones issue threats that present immediate 

security concerns to a state. Even though states require fewer resources to deal with latent rivals, 

it is important to note that conducting relations with latent rivals is still expected to consume a 

certain amount of state’s resources.  As the threat level posed by the acute rival increases, and 

the state faces resource constraints, it will have to accommodate some of its rivals, either latent, 

acute, or both.  

Accommodating any rival, whether latent or acute, is never desirable ceteris paribus as 

states face domestic and international audience costs for making conciliatory gestures to a rival 



(Colaresi 2004; Brandt, Colaresi and Freeman 2008) Yet accommodating an acute rival has more 

serious consequences as it sets a dangerous precedent and reveals state weakness that might be 

exploited in future confrontations.  Thus, acute rivals are likely to be cost inelastic, that is, states 

are less likely to acquiesce to their demands when faced with a unit increase in their level of 

threat.  We go one step further, however, and merge state aversion to acquiescing threats with 

resource constraints to understand strategies of accommodation.  A state’s reluctance to 

accommodate acute or hostile rivals is likely to remain dominant in its calculations of 

concessions in the absence of very severe constraints on resources.  When facing a small number 

of severe threats, states will need to make some, but not large, resource adjustments in such 

situations, a problem that can be remedied by giving concessions to latent rivals alone.  

Consider Uganda’s accommodation of Kenya and Sudan in the face of a severe threat 

from the Congo (DRC). Uganda’s actions illustrate the benefits of pursuing a strategy that 

safeguards national security while protecting the leader’s political interests at home. In the 

aftermath of the genocide in Rwanda, Hutu extremists found shelter in the Congo and began to 

wage incursions into Uganda’s territory with the aid of Congolese government, Uganda’s 

enduring rival. Although Sudan and Kenya were also Uganda’s enduring rivals, they were what 

we refer to as latent rivals because the two enemies were not issuing immediate threats that could 

escalate rival relations in 1996. By contrast Congo’s support of Hutu raids into Uganda and 

expulsion of nearly 300,000 Tutsis living in Congo constituted immediate and severe threats to 

Uganda’s security (Adelman and Rao 2004). Not only did the Hutu raids violate the territorial 

integrity of Uganda, but the forces also supported insurgents against the country’s government. 

The expulsion of Tutsis living in Congo furthered antagonized the relations between Congo and 

Uganda because the latter had close attachment to Tutsis, many of whom were officers in the 



country’s army (ibid 2004). Instead of accommodating Congo, the threat-issuing or acute rival, 

Uganda reached out to its two latent rivals.  

The accommodation that followed included a series of cooperative gestures that allowed 

Uganda to concentrate its resources on the Congo-threat rather than spend money on maintaining 

its rivalry with Kenya and Sudan. Thus, Congo’s president met with Kenya’s leadership in 

March of 1996 to discuss improvement in economic relations (Osmanczyk and Manto 2003). 

Soon after, in September of 1996, Uganda began a series of talks with Sudan to normalize their 

relations after years of tensions (United Press International 1996). Uganda’s cooperative moves, 

or accommodation as we refer to them here, allowed the country to save resources in two ways—

by reducing spending on resources devoted regularly to the maintenance of rivalries with Sudan 

and Kenya and by ensuring these two enemies would not exploit Uganda’s pre-occupation with 

Congo through their support of insurgents that the country’s government was also fighting at 

home. Because the cooperative acts outnumbered the negative developments among these rivals 

in that year, they represented improvement in rival relations. Reaching out to these rivals, at least 

in the short-term, would allow Uganda to concentrate on its escalating conflict with Congo.   

There can be major benefits from cooperative actions towards latent rivals, as the Uganda 

case illustrates.  When cooperative gestures towards one of the rivals, such as offers to meet with 

the leader of a rival country to discuss rapprochement, overshadow negative developments 

among the rivals in a given year, the result is accommodation, which signals positive change in 

the rivalry, even if that change is temporary. Because accommodation is likely to include mostly 

symbolic gestures rather than making major material concessions and risking substantial 

reputational costs to domestic/international audiences, it should not pose extra material costs on 

the state. Overall, even if short-lived, accommodation decreases the possibility that a rival will 



pose a threat in the most immediate future, thereby allowing the state to reduce spending on 

border troops and equipment to maintain that rivalry.  

There is always a possibility, however, that such cooperation may, at times, be 

unreciprocated.  Brandt, Colaresi, and Freeman (2008) show that non-democracies are less likely 

to respond positively to such overtures. Yet their study is based only on the Israeli-Palestinian 

conflict. It may very well be the case that leaders who are reluctant to respond positively to the 

enemy’s positive gestures may face reputational costs from the international community, a 

phenomenon that could make accommodation less risky. Recent research, for example, shows 

that non-democracies that care about their IMF status may behave more responsibly (Fang and 

Own 2011). In other words, much remains unknown about the conditions under which some rival 

states reciprocate accommodation and others do not. More importantly, states may have to accept 

the risk that accommodation entails because the alternatives may not be viable. We already 

discussed the problem with internal buildup and securing ally support. Doing nothing, another 

possibility, could be more costly than the possibility of unreciprocated accommodation because 

the former almost guarantees strong domestic and international costs—for example, doing 

nothing in response to a threat of territorial invasion challenges the state’s very survival. 

Unreciprocated accommodation may hurt the leader politically, but it is less likely to carry long-

term costs for a political party that would be associated with inaction in response to major 

security crisis. Thus, while accommodation may sometimes be unreciprocated, it may still be 

attempted.  

Accommodation of latent rivals ensures that an escalating conflict with one enemy will 

not create an opening for another enemy to weaken the state distracted by issuing more 

immediate threats elsewhere. By freeing up some of its resources from managing one rivalry, a 



state now possesses more resources to deal with the immediate threat. From a domestic 

perspective, accommodating a latent rival through cooperative gestures, while not desirable, is 

less costly than reaching out to the threatening rival and appearing weak. Accordingly, we make 

the following prediction: 

Hypothesis 1: Accommodation of latent rivals alone is more likely when the state faces severe, 

but fewer, threats.  

At some point, however, states may be unable to avoid accommodating rivals that are 

issuing the threat.  Accommodation of latent rivals, although preferable, may not conserve 

enough resources when the state faces severe increases in costs of threat management.  At this 

point, the expected costs of threat escalation will outweigh the domestic audience costs of 

accommodating the acute rival. The state finds itself in such a position when it is challenged by 

several severe threats simultaneously.  The existence of multiple threats with hostility levels 

above specific thresholds induces costs that force states to accommodate some of the acute rivals 

either alone or together with latent rivals. This is because with an increase in the number of 

severe threats, the risk of conflict escalation and fighting multiple wars becomes apparent.  

Given that states are always concerned about war expansion (Gartner and Siverson 1996), they 

would place great value on accommodating at least one of the acute rivals to free up enough 

resources to avoid dealing with several severe threats.  

Furthermore, by accommodating latent rivals together with acute ones, states not only 

would minimize the possibility of fighting multiple wars, but also conserve enough resources so 

that if any of the remaining severe threats do intensify, a state will have ample resources to 

manage the crisis. This is because accommodation of latent rivals, as we earlier argued, allows 

the state to free up some of the resources it previously devoted to the management of those rivals 



and use the resources to concentrate on the remaining threats. Accommodation of both acute and 

latent rivals thus ensures two things. First, that a state is not facing severe threats from multiple 

enemies, and second, that if any of the remaining threats do escalate to the point of war, the state 

has sufficient resources to deal with the threats. 

Hypothesis 2: As the number of severe threats increase, the greater the chance that a state will 

accommodate either acute rivals alone or acute rivals and latent ones simultaneously. 

So far, we have analyzed conditions under which rivals pursue different accommodation 

strategies, but we have not explored the magnitude of concessions.  Extending large concessions 

to an acute rival, for example, as opposed to only small ones can free up large resources 

previously devoted toward managing one crisis situation to deal with another, very severe crisis. 

A very hostile rival can be reverted to a less hostile or even latent one with major concessions 

because cooperative gestures involving some form of large concessions are not only likely to 

improve rival relations but also be perceived as a very strong signal that such costly acts can lead 

to more long-term positive changes. States, however, face additional domestic costs for high 

levels of concessions given to hostile states as is often the case among enduring rivals.  Major 

concessions to the most hostile rivals can also result in significant reputational costs in the 

international arena, possibly encouraging other rivals to adopt the same aggressive tactic in the 

pursuit of expected accommodations.   

When necessary, strategic leaders concerned about state interests and domestic 

constituencies would be better off granting larger concessions to less hostile rivals or those that 

are latent rivals than to the most hostile rivals. In doing so, the leaders are able to save face for 

they are not extending large concessions to the most dangerous challenger and appearing weak. 

Domestically, such leaders can justify granting larger concessions to the least hostile or to the 



latent rival because the presence of severe threats could make such actions less politically costly. 

Existing research shows that people may tolerate high costs, such as large number of casualties 

for example, if victory in war and crisis is at stake (Sullivan 2008). If this is the case then 

granting high concessions to less hostile states in order to offset the most pressing threat may be 

tolerated by the public as long as it is framed as the issue of state survival.  

Hypothesis 3: States are less likely to give large concessions to the most hostile states.     

IV. Research Design 

Data 

 Our main focus is the study of accommodation in the face of threats among enduring 

rivals.  We turn to a list of rivalries (Klein et. al. 2006) and select only those that can be labeled 

as enduring.  Enduring rivalries involve states that have a hostile relationship that lasts for at 

least 20 years and involves six or more disputes (Diehl and Goertz 2000).  Although exclusive 

focus on enduring rivalries is less common in the literature today, concentrating on such rivalries 

is most suitable for the purpose of this study.  Only when competitions are long-standing and 

involve frequent challenges might we expect states to undertake accommodative actions; shorter, 

less threatening scenarios should lessen the perceived need for conciliatory actions.  Enduring 

rivalries are also the only ones in which states have a long-term perspective of the conflict 

dynamic and must think about accommodation strategies in the future to deal effectively with 

what are perceived to be recurring threats. While Thompson’s (2001) measure of rivalry has 

been used by some in their studies (for example, Colaresi, Rasler and Thompson (2007), Colaresi 

(2004)), this measure codes the presence of a rivalry based on leaders’ perceptions and does not 

distinguish among different types of rivalries. Given that we expect our theoretical story to be 

most applicable to enduring rivalries with longstanding military competitions, that is states are 



more likely to accommodate when they have enduring rivals because managing such rivalries is 

particularly costly, rather than all rivalries, using Klein et al.’s  (2006) data that distinguishes 

among rivalry types is more suited for this study.  

 We focus on threats and accommodation for all enduring rivalries between 1966 until 

19991. As we are interested in how states, hereby referred to as core states, manage their rivalries 

when faced with a threat from another rival, we focus on states that have at least two enduring 

rivals simultaneously.  Overall, we include only those years in which an immediate threat from a 

rival is present.  The existence of a threat is determined by reference to whether a state is 

involved in a Correlates of War MID or Militarized Dispute (Ghosn et al. 2004) in a given year.   

Dependent Variables 

1) Accommodative Strategy: Acts of accommodation are identified by reference to acts on the 

cooperative end of the scale in WEIS data (Goldstein 1992, updated by King and Lowe 2003a; 

2003b).  Goldstein’s colleagues have rescored Weis events from -10 to 10 and the new scale, 

ranging from -10 to 8.3, reflects the mean of these individual rankings. Cooperative events can 

range from low level cooperation, such as explaining a state’s position, to higher order 

behaviors, such as extending economic or military aid. This study measures cooperative acts to 

reflect the overall improvement in a relationship between states in a given year.  As such, it is 

necessary to focus on the context of the cooperative acts rather than on isolated episodes of 

positive behavior.  For example, it could be the case that a state pursues one cooperative act that 

                                                 
1 This is the period in which there is the greatest incidence of states facing multiple rivalries as 

well as the period for which data on accommodation are available. 

 



is preceded by a series of negative behaviors.  In this scenario, focusing only on the cooperative 

act would inflate the nature of accommodation. For accommodation to be useful as a policy-- 

to lead to and reflect improvement in rival relations— it needs to appear as somewhat credible, 

thus an isolated positive event following a series of negative ones would be perceived as cheap 

talk and carry little value for the state. Here we obtained the net measure of accommodation by 

first subtracting negative interactions between states from positive ones. A score greater than 0 

denotes the presence of accommodation, and a score of 0 and less indicates neutral or 

uncooperative behavior, in other words absence of accommodation.   

We then identify four different accommodation strategies that states pursue in dealing with its 

rivals in each year, and code them as an ordinal variable with a score 1-4, where 1 represents 

absence of accommodation, 2 indicates the presence of accommodation, but only of latent rivals 

or those rivals that did not issue the immediate threat, 3 denotes the presence of accommodation, 

but only of acute rivals or those rivals issuing the immediate threat, and 4 indicating 

accommodation of both latent and acute rivals. We use this variable to test the first two 

hypotheses, the results of which are given in Table 2. Given that in this analysis, we aim to 

understand the overall state strategies of accommodation irrespective of which of the acute or 

latent rivals gets accommodated, the data is structured in a core state-year format for threat years. 

That is, if the core state (the challenged state) has three rivals at time t and adopts the strategy of 

accommodating only one of its latent rivals, this is coded as one observation (accommodate a 

latent rival alone) for that state at time t rather than three observations in directed-dyad year data 

format.  

2) Degree of Accommodation:  This variable allows us to capture the extent of accommodation. 

Extent of accommodation ranges from 0-8.3, but we take an average score for a given year 



because a state may accommodate its rival several times. We run the analysis for threat years. 

For the cases in which there was no net positive accommodation, we coded the variable as zero. 

To test the hypothesis about the extent of accommodation, we structured the data in the directed-

dyad format. Unlike in the first two hypotheses where we were interested in the overall strategy 

of accommodation, that is whether threatening (acute) or latent rivals were accommodated as the 

number of severe threats varied, here we examine how the degree of concessions varies 

depending on the type of rival being accommodated. For example, if a state has three enduring 

rivals and accommodates an acute and a latent rival together as a response to threat, this would 

count as one strategy of accommodation in the core-state year format. In the directed-dyad 

format, this would enter the analysis as three separate observations, one for accommodation of 

the acute rival, one for the latent one and one for the non-accommodated rival, in which case the 

latter would be coded 0.  This format allows us to look at the variation in the degree of 

concessions given to the three rivals based on each one’s individual threat severity, an idea we 

captured in hypothesis 3.  We record our findings in Table 3. 

Explanatory Variables 

Number of Severe Threats:  Simple counts of the number of MIDs with a level of hostility equal 

to or greater than 4 (use of force) in a given year facing the state.  For example, if a state faces 

two threats at the level of 2 and one threat at the level of 5, the number of severe threats would 

be counted as 1. This variable is used to test hypotheses 1 and 2. 

Individual Threat Severity:  The highest level of threat faced from each acute rival in any given 

year, with each threat ranging from 0-5 and taken from the COW MID data set (Ghosn et al. 

2004).  For example, if Israel faces two threats from Syria at time t, one with hostility level 2 and 

another with hostility level 4, the individual threat severity Israel faces from Syria in that given 



year would be coded as 4. This variable is coded separately for each rival that is issuing a 

threat(s) to the core state and is used to test hypothesis 3.  

Control Variables 

Power Status:  The variable is dichotomous and includes a coding of 1 for a major power status 

and 0 for minor power, according to Correlates of War classification (COW State System 

Membership, 2008).  Measures are included for the core state and its rival. Major powers are 

more likely to accommodate acute and latent rivals together and provide higher concessions as 

they have the resources to do so. Yet because they are also likely to have more threats and rivals, 

they have an interest in deescalating the crisis.  

Democracy:  The Polity IV scores of the state, ranging from -10 (authoritarian state) to 10 

(mature democracy) (Marshall 2009).  Measures are included for the core state and its rival. 

Because democracies face greater domestic costs from going to war, they have a strong interest 

in deescalating the crisis. As such, they are likely to pursue accommodation. They are also likely 

to be appeased with lower levels of concessions because they already have a vested interest in 

avoiding crisis escalation.  

GDP growth:  The variable reflects the rate of change in GDP for each year, constant in 1990s 

prices. GDP, in millions of dollars, was taken from the World Economy: Historical Statistics and 

OECD Development Center (2003). States with higher GDP growth in a specific year are 

expected to have a lower need to free up resources to meet the threat and thus less likely to 

pursue cooperative actions as well as give concessions that are less extensive. 

Contiguity: The variable measures the extent of separation between two states.  Taken from 

COW’s Direct Contiguity Data (version 3.1) (Stinnett et al 2002), the variable ranges from 1-5, 

with 1 indicating that states are separated by land or river border and 5 denoting separation by 



400 miles of water or less.  We recoded this variable as a dummy variable, with 1 indicating the 

existence of a land or water border, and 0 denoting absence of a border.  Contiguous states 

should regard crisis escalation as more costly because contiguity facilitates troop movement, 

making it easier to wage war.  This should make states more likely to accommodate contiguous 

rivals and to do so with larger concessions.   

V. Empirical Findings 

Our general expectations were that states would engage in some form of accommodation 

towards rivals in the face of an immediate threat, but that such actions would be aimed less at the 

most threatening actors.  Our initial results confirm those expectations.  When faced with 

immediate threat(s) from rival(s), states are likely to pursue some form of accommodation in 

nearly 50 percent of the cases (see Table 1A).  The most common strategy of accommodation 

involves reaching out to a third party rival(s) (latent rival), followed by a strategy in which both 

the threat-issuing (acute) and latent rivals are accommodated together.  In the absence of threat, 

accommodative behavior still occurs, but is less common than in threat years (40 percent of the 

cases) and of course, does not capture any accommodation of acute rivals because in such years 

no immediate threats are issued.  Furthermore, even in those instances when accommodation 

occurs in non-threat years, it is possible that such behavior is a lagged effect from previous threat 

year. Our data indicate that this, indeed, is often the case.  When states pursue the strategy of 

accommodating latent rival(s) 165 times in non-threat years, the lagged effect is observed in 88 

of those cases (53%). 

(Table 1A about here) 

Our data also indicates that when states adopted the strategy of accommodating only 

latent rivals in threat years, 41 percent of all latent rivals were the recipients of accommodation 



(Table 1B).  When states accommodated only acute rivals, 52 percent of all acute rivals were 

accommodated.  Less than a half of all acute and all latent rivals received cooperative gestures 

when states accommodated both types of rivals in threat years.   

(Table 1B about here) 

To deepen our understanding of accommodation, we now present and discuss results that 

allow us to decipher under what conditions states are most likely to pursue the different 

strategies of accommodation.  Table 2 reports the findings on accommodation towards the acute 

rival, the latent rival, and both rivals respectively by examining how the number of severe threats 

affects accommodation strategies.  For the analysis in Table 2, we employed an ordinal logit 

model given that our dependent variable, the strategy of accommodation of the core state ranges 

from a minimum of 0, no accommodation to a maximum of 4, accommodation of both latent and 

acute rivals. We have 856 core state year observations.  

(Table 2 about here) 

 Our findings show that as the number of severe threats increases and the states face ever-

expanding cost structure, the probability of accommodating an acute rival increases as does the 

probability of accommodating both acute and latent rivals together.  Accommodation of latent 

rivals, as expected, will be implemented at lower levels of threats.  We thus find support for 

hypothesis 1 and 2.  In those instances when states must manage several severe threats, they will 

have to free up enough resources to deal with the growing number of the most dangerous threats.  

It seems that states perceive the accommodation of acute rivals as critical to managing several 

severe threats and see the added value of concurrently accommodating latent rivals. Figure 1 

shows predicted probabilities for different accommodation strategies depending on the number 

of severe threats. There is a 42 percent probability that states facing the highest number of severe 



threats in our data, which is 11, will accommodate both acute and latent rivals together, a 22 

percent probability that only acute rivals will be accommodated and a 14 percent probability that 

a latent rival will be targeted. When states face few severe threats, they are most likely to 

accommodate latent rivals only—the predicted probability of adopting such strategy is 24 

percent when a state deals with only one severe threat.  The predicted probability of 

accommodating acute rivals is 0.14 and 0.11 for both acute and latent together. 

Turning to our control variables (Table 2), we find that the state’s power status affects 

decisions about accommodation. Specifically, major power states are more likely to 

accommodate both acute and latent rivals together. This is probably because such states have the 

necessary resources to do so. Furthermore, given their visibility in the international arena as 

evident by their power status, they are likely to face many severe threats, thereby necessitating 

accommodation of some enemies to deal with others.   

The final analysis concerns the degree to which states are willing to make substantial 

concessions.  We run a tobit analysis in threat years. This is the appropriate statistical method 

given that the distribution of our dependent variable, the extent of accommodations is 

continuous, censored from below.  Tobit analysis was developed to address censored dependent 

variables where actual values were not observed for many cases (Tobin, 1958).  In our case, 

censored cases are rivals that are not accommodated, meaning net accommodation is non-

positive, and hence the extent of accommodation for these cases takes the lower limit of 0.  The 

extent of bias in using normal regression techniques in such cases may be limited if the 

frequency of censored cases, the number of zeros in the dependent variable remains low. 

Unfortunately, this is not the case for us.  Overall we have 3596 observations for this analysis 

based on direct-dyad data structure (see research design). The first column in Table 3 presents 



the estimated tobit coefficients. To test hypothesis 3, we also computed the marginal effects for 

the degree of accommodation conditional on the rival being accommodated in the first place.  

These are reported in the second column of Table 3.  

 Overall, we find that challenged states are reluctant to make major concessions under 

any circumstances, regardless of whether they accommodate acute or latent rivals—as noted 

earlier, rivals are used to frequent threats and will not necessarily end a rivalry or give in to the 

demands of others on a highly salient issue because of international and domestic costs. Thus, 

most positive accommodations are found toward the lower end of the scale, averaging a score of 

2.8. Substantively, such scores translate to behaviors that include a visit by a leader to the rival 

state or assurances about improvement in relations. Marginal effects in Table 3 indicate that 

higher concessions are generally correlated with lower threat severity, demonstrating that states 

are especially reluctant to offer more substantive accommodation to the most hostile enemies.  

This supports our last hypothesis.  

The question then is do such small concessions matter at all? While concessions may 

appear to be modest on average, nevertheless they carry some value. They may be perceived as a 

signal of improvement in rival relations. As our definition of accommodation implies, 

accommodation denotes positive improvement in rival relations, rather than merely an isolated 

act of cooperation. Thus, concessions either occur in the midst of already somewhat-improving 

rivalry relations and so serve to reassure the rival that positive change continues or include 

granting multiple concessions if hostility preceded accommodation. Given that small acts of 

concession-making probably occur within a short-time frame, possibly coming one after another, 

these acts may be interpreted as potentially credible, and thus fulfill their purpose of improving 

rival relations and freeing up resources devoted to maintaining such rivalries. 



(Table 3 about here) 

Turning to control variables (Table 3), we find that democracies and major powers are 

more likely to give higher concessions and are also more likely to be the recipients of more 

substantial accommodation. Major powers can offer more attractive concessions, and they are 

more likely to receive more significant concessions because were conflict to escalate with major 

powers such conflicts would be particularly costly. As such more credible concessions may be 

needed to deescalate conflict with major powers. Democracies are also more likely to give higher 

concessions, and also receive higher level of accommodation. Because democracies are 

especially reluctant to fight costly wars, they may have to offer more substantial concessions to 

ensure that accommodation works. Lastly, contiguous states are more likely to receive higher 

concessions because the probability of conflict escalation is particularly high among contiguous 

states if one of them issues the threat. If latent rivals are accommodated, contiguous ones are 

likely to receive higher concessions because such neighboring states would be in a more likely 

position to exploit the crisis faced by the threatened state to their advantage. 

Robustness 

First, given that the proportional odds assumption of the ordinal logistic model was 

violated, we checked the robustness of our results by using generalized logistic regression model 

with partial proportional odds. This statistical method relaxes the assumption for parallel lines 

constraint for the one variable (power status of the core state) where it is violated (Williams 

2006).  The results remained robust. Second, given that our data is disconnected, we expect 

temporal dependence to be limited.  Third, given that we ran our analysis for threat years only, 

we also checked the results for threat and non-threat years together. The results did not change. 

Fourth, we checked the robustness of our findings by eliminating Russia, USA, and Israel from 



the dataset as these countries receive more threats on a yearly basis and over the years than 

others. Our results remain the same when such cases are excluded.  Finally, we reran the tests for 

data until 1992, as the accommodation data we updated from Gary King for 1993-1999 may not 

be fully compatible with WEIS dataset. The explanatory variables remained statistically 

significant both in Table 2 and Table 3.  

VI. Conclusion 

The study of international rivalries has focused almost exclusively on hostile interactions 

in the context of long-term dyadic processes.  Our study represents a departure from this 

approach by considering accommodative actions by rivals in response to immediate threats and 

in light of multiple, simultaneous rivalry competitions.  Because accommodation is risky for 

political leaders (Colaresi 2004), it is rarely considered as a viable strategy of conflict 

management. Yet as our study shows, accommodation is a common response to immediate 

threats in the context of enduring rivalries. This is because states dealing with immediate threats 

will have to find resources to deal with such dangers. Faced with multiple rivals and often 

multiple threats, states may have to find ways to free up resources they use to manage various 

rivalries in order to deal with the most pressing threat.   

Our findings examine conditions under which accommodation occurs. They show that as 

the state faces increasing number of imminent and highly severe threats, it is most likely to 

accommodate a threat-issuing (acute) rival alone or together with another rival that has not 

issued any threats (latent ones) and has not been involved in crisis escalation. When the number 

of severe threats is limited, states only reach out to latent rivals. As such, one implication of this 

study is that conflict in one rivalry might lead to the temporary warming of relations in another 



rivalry.  We also find that accommodation is usually modest, with most hostile states receiving 

particularly limited concessions.  

The main story that emerges from our empirical findings about ways in which states 

manage threats in the context of enduring rivalry offers some ground for optimism.  When faced 

with multiple and significant threats, states will accommodate the acute rival alone or together 

with latent rivals. This suggests that accommodative behavior in the presence of many severe 

threats most likely occurs in order to face another threat directly. Such behavior may put pressure 

on the most dangerous challenger to back down or risk fighting a costly war with an enemy that 

has secured additional resources thanks to accommodation of other rival(s). 

Surprisingly, accommodative actions can also offer a positive side effect beyond the 

possibility of signaling resolve to the challenger.  Because accommodation of latent rivals is a 

big component of cost management, this suggests that as states free up resources to meet the 

threat, they are concurrently warming up relations with other rivals that might have not issued 

immediate threats.  Such a strategy may also, whether intentionally or not, create a window of 

opportunity for long-term improvement in relations with other rivals.  Punctuated equilibrium 

models and extant rivalry research has too often focused on the macro level and major conflict 

events (Diehl and Goertz 2000). Most studies, rightfully so, argue that rivalry termination is a 

long process because it is politically costly for leaders to undertake. Yet our study has shown that 

when facing immediate threats, states nevertheless warm up relations with some rivals—a 

development that could serve as initial catalyst for conflict resolution. Most importantly, we have 

argued that domestic public may be more forgiving of accommodation that occurs in the 

environment of immediate threats, particularly if non-threatening rivals are targeted. Previous 

studies have rarely considered such dynamics because most research on rivalry does not consider 



that rivalries are interconnected—states embedded in multiple rivalries are likely to develop 

foreign policies that reflect a broader view of rivalries rather than considering each one of them 

in isolation.   

The present study only considered how immediate threats in rivalries produced 

accommodative actions, but the analysis did not take a long-term view about the effect of such 

conciliatory actions on future rivalry behavior.  A logical next step is to track how and when 

such accommodative actions are followed by additional acts of cooperation as opposed to 

situations in which they are short-term responses and have limited influence on long-term rivalry 

relations.  If the former is the case, they could be indicators of a possible improvement of 

relations between rivals, the foundation of greater conflict management between long-term 

enemies.  At the very minimal, the cooperative actions may prevent rivalry relations from 

deteriorating more. Even though we find that states most often pursue limited forms of 

accommodation when threats first occur, such steps may nevertheless play a vital role in 

preventing strategic, latent rivals, for example, from becoming acute ones or aggressors tempted 

to exploit the enemy’s preoccupation with another rival. While some actors may interpret modest 

attempts at accommodation as symbolic, these acts, as our definition of accommodation suggest, 

are not completely isolated events. They do denote net improvement in relations in a given year, 

and deliberately disregarding positive overtures, as limited at these may initially be, could also 

be costly for the recipient of accommodation in terms of its international reputation. These are 

concerns rarely addressed (see Goertz and Diehl 2002 on treaties between rivalries), but demand 

scholarly attention for a full understanding of rivalry dynamics in the short and long-term. 

Future studies should also examine empirically conditions under which states choose to 

escalate the tensions when faced with an immediate threat.  The logic we employed here could 



be applicable to show instances where states are likely to accommodate more of their rivals or 

give more concessions to each in order to free up enough resources for escalation.  Future 

research should explore the relationship between escalation and threat-management in a 

comprehensive manner. 
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Table1A: State Strategies 

 Absence of 
Accommodation 

Accommodate 
Latent 

Accommodate 
Acute 

Accommodate 
Both 

Total 

Threat 
Years 

N=466  
(~50.5%) 

200  
(~22%) 

125  
(~13.5%) 

129 
 (~14%) 

920 

Non-
Threat 
Years 

N=244  
(~60%) 

165  
(~40%) 

NA* NA 409 

* Given that there are no immediate threats issued in non-threat years, the categories of 
accommodating acute, or threat-issuing rivals, and accommodation of both are not applicable. 
The frequencies are taken from core state-year data format (see research design for explanation) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1B: Accommodation of Rivals in Threat Years under Each of the Four Strategies* 
     

Acute Rivals                      Latent Rivals 
 Accommodation Absence of 

Accommodation 
Accommodation Absence of 

Accommodation 
  1. Neither NA 709 NA 749 
 2. Latent NA 333 305 442 
3. Acute 146 136 NA 222 

     4. Both 140 185 191 242 
             N=286       N=1363  N=496      N=1655 
*The frequencies are taken from directed dyad year data format during threat years.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2: Number of Severe Threats and Accommodation Strategies 
Ordered Logit Model                                
 
Number of Severe Threats      0.180(0.061)***          
Democracycore                     0.007 (0.009)               
Power statuscore                    1.538(0.169)***         
GDP growth                   -0.455(1.098)  
Contiguity                    0.452(0.161)               
  
***p<0.01,**p<0.05, *p<0.1, N=856; 64 missing observations, robust standard errors in 
parentheses, two-tailed test. The data is run in core state-year data format in threat years.   
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3: Degree of Accommodation  
Tobit Model      Marginal Effects 
Coefficients             E(degree of accom|netaccom>0) 
               

Individual Threat Severity                 -0.256(0.059)***  -0.056(0.0.013)*** 
Democracycore    2.079(0.205)***  0.015(0.0.003)*** 
Democracyrival    0.069(0.013)***  0.008(0.003)*** 
Power Statuscore   0.728(0.073)***  0.489(0.0.051)*** 
Powerstatusrival   1.262(0.226)***  0.294(0.056)*** 
Contiguity    2.182(0.209)***  0.462(0.042)*** 
GDP growth    -0.612(1.347)   -0.134(0.296) 
Constant               -5.141(0.252)***  - 
***p<0.01, **p<0.5, *p<0.1, N=3596, robust standard errors in parentheses, two-tailed test. The 
data is run in directed dyad year format in threat years.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


